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The Environment Museum of Stymphalia is one of the seven and very soon nine museums of the Thematic Museum Network of the Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation. During the project, various events, info-days and workshops will be organized in the Museum. Additionally, the Local Management Unit offices will be located at the Museum, and thus will play an important role not only for the successful implementation of the project, but also for the continuation of the Lake’s management after the completion of the project. 

“Sustainable Management and Financing 

of Wetland Biodiversity- The case of Lake 

Stymphalia” (LIFE12 NAT/GR/000275) 

www.lifestymfalia.gr/en

LIFE-Stymfalia is an innovative project which aims at the restoration of Lake 

Stymphalia (in Northern Peloponnesus, where Hercules performed one of his 

12 labours) and its long-term protection and management. In recent years 

Lake Stymphalia has been covered by dense reeds, causing the degradation 

of the wetland. Through LIFE-Stymfalia, Piraeus Bank in collaboration with 

the Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation, the Municipality of Sikyonion, 

OIKOM Environmental Studies Ltd., the Society for the Protection of Prespa 

and the Centre for Renewable Energy Sources and Saving (CRES) aspires to 

establish a pioneering financing scheme: the economic exploitation of the 

area’s biomass will ensure the financial sustainability of the Lake’s manage-

ment after the end of the project.

STYMFALIA

Fieldwork
The environmental studies envisaged in the project  in the context of preparatory actions have 
been completed. These studies analyze the current status of the wetland and its ecological 
features:

•Management Plan for SPA/SAC GR2530002 “Lake Stymfalia”•Special action and operation plan for reed bed management•Determination of minimum desired water level  •Special action and operation plan for target bird species
•Special action and operation plan for other target species (fauna) – Fish and Bat species
•Monitoring plan-Guidelines, protocols and standards for the monitoring and surveillance of the wetland ecological characteristics.

•Environmental Impact Assessment
Finally, the topographic survey has been completed and for the first time the bathymetry of the Lake has been measured.
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Celebrating the first year of LIFE-Stymfalia actions
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The project’s website www.lifestymfalia.gr was launched in April 2014 and contains 

comprehensive information about the progress of the implemented actions, as well 

as for other management issues. Visit the website and stay updated!

The first press advertisement of the project was published in June. 

LIFE-Stymfalia Campaign

The first information notice board was placed at the Environment Museum of 

Stymphalia.

Informational meetings have been held with representatives from the agricultural 

and business sector, local authorities, teachers and residents of the area.

LIFE-Stymfalia joined the European Business and Biodiversity Platform (B @ B 

platform) that showcases best practices at EU level regarding business and 

biodiversity. 

The first phase of the research concerning the analysis of residents’ attitudes towards the Lake has been completed. The report on the 
socio-economic impacts of the project has been undertaken by an external research consulting company. This action will assess the level of acceptance and participation of the local society, as well as the contribution of the project’s actions to the local economy. 

Socio-economic Impact Assessment

Key
communication events
The project kick off meeting on 18 October 2013 was the starting point for the continuous promotion of the project 
at national and international level. 

On the occasion of World Water Day on 22 March 2014 an info-day took place at the Environment Museum of 
Stymphalia, attended by local councilors and residents of the region. 

On 28 April 2014 LIFE-Stymfalia was presented in a conference organized by the Ministry of Environment, Energy 
and Climate Change entitled "Dialogue on the organization and operation of the National System Administration 
and Management of Protected Areas", as a case of good practice, aspiring to a refinancing management model of 
the protected area Lake Stymphalia.

LIFE-Stymfalia travelled to Brussels on 3 June 2014, on the occasion of Green Week, the biggest annual conference 
on European environment policy and was presented in the context of the session “Building a funding strategy for 
circular economy projects”. 

On 26 September 2014 an info-day took place at the Environment Museum of Stymphalia on the occasion of the 
European Heritage Days, entitled "Continuing Hercules’s labours: A new effort for the restoration of Lake
Stymphalia". The event was attended by teachers, representatives of local authorities and residents who had the 
chance to learn about the environmental awareness actions that are planned for the coming year.

LIFE-Stymfalia project participated in the "LIFE Nature platform meeting on the management of Mediterranean 
habitats", held on 9-10 October 2014, in Cyprus. This meeting was organized in the context of the “New Natura 
2000 Biogeographical Process for the Mediterranean region” supporting the continuous networking and exchange 
of knowledge and best practices amongst all actors involved in the management of Natura 2000 sites.
LIFE-Stymfalia project has been identified as one of 50 LIFE projects from the Mediterranean countries that were 
invited to share experiences from their projects.
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International Meeting

Athens and Stymfalia

10 -11 October 2014

The Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation (PIOP) in collaboration with the Greek Ministries of Culture, 
Sports and Environment, Energy and Climate Change, organized the International Meeting entitled "Cultural 
Landscapes in Natura 2000 sites: towards a new policy for the integrated management of cultural and natural 
heritage", which was held on the 10th and 11th of October 2014 at the Acropolis Museum in Athens and the 
Environment Museum of Stymphalia respectively.

During the works of the second day, LIFE-Stymfalia was presented at the Environment Museum since
Stymphalia area is regarded as a typical case of cultural landscape in a Natura 2000 site, because of its cultural 
and environmental identity.

The members of the Scientific Committee and the participants, during the synthesis of the conclusions of the 
International Meeting, recognizing the challenges and perspectives of the cultural and natural landscapes as 
well as the need to record the policy guidelines for integrated management, drew together the Declaration of 
Stymfalia

On the second day of the International Meeting the opening 
statements were delivered by the Chairman of Piraeus Bank Group 
Cultural Foundation Mrs. Sophia Staikou.

LIFE-Stymfalia presented by the Project’s President of the Advising Committee, Mr. Vrasidas 
Zavras at the Environment Museum of Stymphalia. 
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Establishment and operation of Local Management Unit for the surveillance of the protected 
area, the implementation of the reed bed management plan, the conservation of the target 
species and their habitats and the dissemination of results.

Establishment of a Farmers’ Network for the promotion of best practices in agriculture. The 
promotion of best practices is necessary in protected areas according to the “EU Biodiversity 
strategy 2020” and the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).

Establishment and operation of a thematic exhibition at the Environment Museum of Stymphalia 
regarding the environmental and cultural value of the area and the management of Natura 2000 sites. 

Creation of an environmental trail and a bird watching hide.

Next steps:
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